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About This Game

The gods don't hear the prayers of Gillwood, so it’s now up to you to find out why!

The Secret Of Gillwood

 The Secret of Gillwood is a single player game with a small open world set in a dark and mysterious environment. The
player takes control of the most faithful Guardian of the gods.

Your mission is to help the gods of Gillwood, to uncover the mystery that suddenly silenced the town.

Features

Exploration

Analysis

Puzzles

When the player enters the world of Gillwood, it’s important to explore the surroundings. Exploration helps the player
to progress through the games content by finding the right place.

When the player has explored and found the point of interest, it’s time to analyze the surrounding environment to find
where the puzzle starts.
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The puzzles main parts will have the player jumping, completing time gated events and have good timing!
Play the free demo!

https://gamejolt.com/games/thesecretofgillwood/412965
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Title: The Secret of Gillwood
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Snow Moose Entertainment
Publisher:
Snow Moose Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64x)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8300 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GT710 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 Series 2GB

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard, mouse, headset

English
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the secret of gillwood

One of the worst games ever made - awful graphics, awful gameplay, awfully difficult at times, awful concept really. The need
for senseless and profuse profanity likewise illustrates the intellectual shallowness of this game. Don't buy it. Please.. Not a bad
game but it doesn't have that spark that makes me want to play it.

I've played hundreds of Flash games similar to the mini-games in Hexus and the vast majority have been better: relying on the
Egyptian theme gets irritating after a while (especially in the 'Egyptian' Mahjong where I still don't know why sometimes colour
matters and sometimes it doesn't).

I find the main game tedious and far too easy (it's taken to about lv60 before I had to use any thought or powerups). You havea
little city to build and upgrade to produce the powerups for use in the main game but I'd maxed out all of them for about 30-40
lvs before I needed to touch them... which makes caring about the city very pointless. Equally being able to dress your avatar is
equally pointless as the only time you ever see that avatar is on the 'dress' screen.

Overall I'd say Hexus is a nice idea that nearly works but just doesn't quick click together. Might be worth picking up cheap in a
sale but finding flash games on the internet is probably going to be more rewarding.. The game is broken, I cant tell if its good
or bad, its unplayable, crashes every 10 minutes, developed very poorly. When youre in the game you cant alt-tab, you cant
control your system sound, and changing the sound settings in game is also very poorly designed, the settings go from 0 to 10
and you have to click to increase, and if you missed the number you want you have to keep clicking until it gets to 10 and then
starts over. Any normal game since the late 80s have a sound bar that you can just normally adjust.
The idea of the game seemed very interesting and it looks like it can be fun if developed properly by professionals but it seems
like it was developed as a school project that a student was in a rush to submit to get that C+. I asked stream for refund,. this
game is a gem. AVOID AT ANY PRICE. There's just not enough content to justify the price. This wave shooter relies too
much on the gimmicky ball-throwing and it gets old after awhile.

Edit: I even gave this another chance before uninstalling. This game has no replay value through its two stages, and relies so
heavily on that stupid ball throwing that it's not even fun. I would rather play a free crappy wave shooter where I don't feel like
I'm throwing darts at enemies.. Fun game to play in my downtime. Would highly reccomend.. Warning! The following MIGHT
turn off players:
-TIME LIMIT
-VOICE ACTING (even though each army is voice acted in his\/her own native language, whice is kind of cool)
-GRAPHICS\/ANIMATION (standard 2000 era RTS styl)
-CLUNKY CONTROLES

Now before I continue, I have been eyeing this game for 2 years, before I bought it on steam and yes, this game can actually
work on mondern systems. I am playing this on Windows 8.1 and it works fine, but here is where things get strange, I have to
play this game on MAX GRAPHICAL SETTINGS or the game glitches on low settings, there really isn't any problems the
game doesn't slow down on MAX GRAPHICAL SETTINGS and it looks great.

Finally the game, how does it hold up? Well, surprisingly well dispite it's flaws, it plays like a ragular RTS game except you
can't build any buildings, you are on a time limit and you have to capture unit producing structures to make an extra set of
sodiers. Honestly, this game CAN'T COMPETE with other ww2 RTS's (like Men of War, Company of Heroes, Faces of War,
etc. + Command & Conquer for emphisis), because it isn't as young as it use to be.

But, none te less I still strongly recommend this old gem for hardcore and ww2 RTS collecters. Personaly I find this game quite
haliarious at times and I am statisfied with this product.

Ps. For the Motherland, Fatherland, Freedom and Liberty!!!!!!. VG.FY wow! i didn't know he's was last year's rookie of the
year! very inspirational. Does not work. Star Wolves is a space rpg. It plays a bit like Eve. So it's more of a spreadsheet game
where you order your ship around. You don't really fly it. It wasn't hard to get into. Like some games in this genre. But I found
the game boring. A lot waiting while flying from point A to point B. Even if you are into these type of games you should look
into it before buying. It doesn't have great production values and I had it also crash to desktop while playing.
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its okay i ges. A frenetic match 3 puzzler painted with vibrant color and absorbing gameplay. The object is to simply eliminate
the cubes in the playing field before the field reaches Critical Mass. It's cheap, it's great and it's worthy so why isn't it in your
library?. If there is an oil field in a country, just wait until US government starts sending it's proud troops there to spread some
democracy on the territory by overthrowing the local regime. That's all about the plot of this pathetic attempt at FPS, which is
not even a game at it's core, but just another inept call to hate and, obviously, to kill Russians.. No game in my steam library is
quite like Superfight. I have played the physical version for over a year now, and with my collection of expansion decks steadily
growing, I can easily say that it is one of my favorite games of all time. The digital version of Superfight has taken the fun to an
all-time high. The ability to play with people online is amazing, and with Twitch viewers able to watch and VOTE in the games,
I can't think of anything else that could make the game any better  other than a rematch button and the ability to use alternate
streaming platforms with the same functionality.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This
Game
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